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POS MobilePro III
Robust and waterproof stand-alone system

EXTREMLY ROBUST

Built to survive being dropped or even submerged in a sink. 
The wear-free, capacitive touchscreen has a scratch resistant 
glass surface.

CONVENIENT

Powerful software, an intuitive user interface including 
swipe controls and individual programming ensure quick, 
convenient work processes.

STAND-ALONE SYSTEM

A POS MobilePro III and a printer is all that you need. The 
POS system functions completely without the need for a 
server station. Still, it is the perfect team player within a 
network.

Your benefits

A Premium hardware
Impact, water and dust-resistant

A Keyboard & touchscreen 
Quick, easy & intuitive to 
operate

A Secure 
Perfect protection against 
viruses and manipulation 

A High-quality display
High-contrast display in sunlight 
and artificial lighting 

A Freely configurable 
user interface 
Tailor-made & individual 
solutions
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POS MobilePro III

FUTURE-PROOF DESIGN

High-quality materials and a lack of fragile components such as 
fans make the hardware extremely robust and durable. Software 
updates are offered in the event of legislative changes such as 
new fi scal requirements.

DATA SECURITY

In the event of a power failure, the POS systems shut down with-
out any loss of data. In addition, the data can be backed up at 
frequent intervals onto a USB stick.

OUTSTANDING SERVICE

Vectron products are sold via a dense network of specialist trade 
partners. This guarantees the provision of expert advice, individ-
ual solutions and reliable 24/7 service provision* on-site or via 
our hotline. Remote maintenance options round off the range of 
services. 

WELL THOUGH-OUT DESIGN

Unique operating concept that practically combines a touch-
screen and keyboard. Experienced staff can take orders and print 
receipts lightning fast using PLU numbers, while less experienced 
employees are able to intuitively get to grips with the system 
with the help of the touchscreen.

MYVECTRON SERVICES

Exploit the benefi  ts of digitalisation: Our cloud-based myVectron
Services help you remain competitive. The reservation and cus-
tomer loyalty tools integrated into the POS system allow you to
manage your own individual campaigns with a minimum amount
of work. And our real-time reporting functions mean that you
always have the most important fi gures available at a glance.

BRIEF & CONCISE OVERVIEW

 A 3.5“/ 8.89 cm display

 A TFT LCD display

 A One-handed operation

 A 180° rotational display

 A Wi-Fi, Bluetooth & transponder 
reader

 A MiniUSB port, microSD  
and chip card slot

 A Powerful replaceable battery

 A Central data management (also 
across branches) via Vectron 
Commander

 A Comprehensive range of 
accessories: battery charging 
station, mobile belt printer, 
leather carrying case, etc.

You can fi nd further details in
the technical data sheets on 
www.vectron-systems.com  
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